**ILLINOIS AIR NATIONAL GUARD**  
**ACTIVE GUARD RESERVE (AGR)**  
**VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT**

**HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICE**  
ILLINOIS NATIONAL GUARD  
1301 N. MACARTHUR BLVD.  
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702-2317

**POSITION TITLE:** Personnel Officer  
**ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER:** 17A-060  
**TECHNICIAN NUMBER:** IL-10059537-AF-17-239

**UNIT OF ACTIVITY & LOCATION:**  
JFHQ/HRO  
Springfield, IL

**MAXIMUM UMD GRADE:** Maj/O4  
**REQUIRED AFSC(s):** 38PX

**OPENING DATE:** 6 Oct 17  
**CLOSING DATE:** 26 Oct 17

**SELECTING OFFICIAL:** MAJ Kira Tierney  
**COMM:** 217-757-3513

**AREA OF CONSIDERATION:** Military duty personnel eligible for a Title 32 AGR Tour with the JFHQ/HRO for the grades of O4 and below. Position available once vacated by incumbent.

**NOTE:**  
1. Position Announcement Number and Position Title must be included on application.  
2. Position filled pending approval of a Manpower Change Request.  
3. Promotion dependent upon the availability of a control grade.  
4. This is a commissioning opportunity.

**Conditions of Employment:**

- Individuals selected for AGR tours must meet the Preventative Health Assessment (PHA)/physical qualifications outlined in AFI 48-123, Medical Examination and Standards. They must also be current in all Individual Medical Readiness (IMR) requirements to include immunizations. **RCPHA/PHA and dental must be conducted not more than 12 months prior to entry on AGR duty** and an **HIV test must be completed not more than six months prior to the start date of the AGR tour**.

- Air Force Fitness Standards. AGR Airmen are subject to the provisions of ANGI 10-248, Air National Guard (ANG) Fitness Program until superseded by AFI 36-2905, Fitness Program.

- AGR applicants should be able to attain 20 years TAFMS in the AGR career program. Waiver authority of this requirement is The Adjutant General. Individuals selected for AGR tours that cannot attain 20 years of active federal service prior to reaching mandatory separation, must complete the Statement of Understanding contained in ANGI 36-101 Attachment 3.

- Airmen who voluntarily resigned from the AGR Program in lieu of adverse personnel actions or who have been involuntarily separated from the AGR Program are not eligible to reenter the program.

- Individuals must **NOT** be eligible for, or receiving, an immediate Federal (military or civilian) annuity.

- Member must meet all eligibility criteria in ANGI 36-101, Air National Guard Active Guard Reserve (AGR) Program.

- Member must hold the required AFSC or be eligible for retraining to the required AFSC and meet all eligibility criteria in AFECZ.
DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:

Formulate personnel plans and programs and develop policy to guide their implementation and execution. Translates program policy into directives, publications, and training manuals. Participate in total force adaptive planning and execution in support of combatant commanders from peacetime through mobilization, contingency operations and demobilization. Access manpower, personnel, and equipment availability for UTC posturing and management. Develop, control, program and allocate manpower resources in support of the Air Force planning, programming, budgeting and execution process. Analyze and determine force composition. Determine Total Force manpower requirements across the spectrum of Air Force capabilities. Employ industrial and management engineering methodologies to develop manpower determinants and standards. Manage allocation of military and civilian resources through execution and management of the UMD. Conduct management advisory studies. Develop, test, evaluate, and maintain Air Force recognized organization structure. Analyze and process organization change actions to activate, inactivate, redesignate, and reorganize unit structures. Administer Air Force performance management and productivity programs. Assess and document organizational performance. Advise on process improvement, best practices and recognizes optimal performance. Oversee and conduct strategic sourcing studies. Develop and execute the full spectrum of total force personnel programs to accomplish accession planning and processing, classification and utilization, promotion, recognition, evaluation, reenlistment, assignment action, retraining, retirement, disciplinary, force development and force shaping programs. Establish Air Force education and training policy requirements. Manage programs to include developmental education, voluntary education, advanced academic education, promotion testing, and libraries. Manages equal opportunity and sexual assault prevention and response programs. Assess and advise commanders at all levels on the human relations environment. Provide counseling, education, and complaint processing. Leads and supervises contingency training and operations with an emphasis on specific capabilities and processes focused on expeditionary organizations and command relationships, feeding operations, lodgment of forces, mortuary affairs, casualty reporting, force accountability, fitness, recreation, learning resource centers, protocol, and NAF resale operations for both peace and wartime operations. Develop and administer fitness programs designed to keep the Total Force fit and regenerate Airman and families. Develop recreational programs to include sports management, tournaments, and special entertainment designed to regenerate the Total Force. Lead Quality of Service programs and business operations. Establish and maintain sound appropriated and nonappropriated fund financial and corporate standards with internal controls. Establish short- and long-range plans to include growth and facility/equipment improvement and/or replacement. Develop, administer, and monitor Airman and Family Programs ensuring compliance with policies and standards. Institute customer service practices designed to meet the needs of commanders, supervisors and the force at large in peacetime and wartime operations.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS ANNOUNCEMENT

**********INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED**********

1. **NGB 34-1:** Must type or print in legible dark ink, must include announcement number and position title on each application, must sign and date each application. Failure to sign and date these forms will result in non-consideration.

2. **Complete Copy of Report of Individual Personnel (RIP) within last 30 days.** RIP can be obtained from the servicing Force Support Squadron (FSS). In lieu of a RIP, applicant may provide a printout from the Virtual MPF (VMPF). Select ‘Record Review’, and then ‘Print/View All Pages’. **Documents must show your ASVAB scores (enlisted personnel only).**

3. **Copy of current physical (must include PULHES)**
   - AF Form 422, Physical Profile Serial Report (CURRENT within 12 months), must include PULHES
   - DD Form 2813 or SF 603 (Dental Examination)

4. **Report of Individual Fitness from the Air Force Fitness Management System (AFFMS) within last 12 months.**

5. **Background Survey Questionnaire 79-2 OMB FORM 1386 (OPTIONAL)**

**SECURITY CLEARANCE:** Must possess a valid security clearance required for the grade, AFSC and AGR duty position. **COMPLETION OF APPLICATION:** Fax will not be accepted. Applications will only be accepted if they are physically received in the Human Resource Office by the closing date of the vacancy announcement. **No exceptions will be made.** You may staple your application. Do not bind, tab, or use document protectors. Submit only single sided copies of all application documents submitted. Applications mailed in government envelopes will not be accepted.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO COMMANDERS/SUPERVISORS:** This position vacancy announcement will be given the broadest possible dissemination. A copy of this announcement will be posted on your unit/activity bulletin board.

**THE ILLINOIS NATIONAL GUARD IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER:** Eligible applicants will be considered without regard to race, sex, religion, national origin, or political affiliation. Selection will be made from those applicants determined best qualified in terms principally involving experience, demonstrated ability/performance, training, character, conduct and attitude.

**Where to forward application:** TAG of IL, Attn: HRO, 1301 N. MacArthur Blvd., Springfield, IL 62702-2317. Applications must be received and date stamped into this office no later than the closing date of the announcement. Incomplete or late packets will not be considered.

Questions concerning the contents of this notice may be directed to the Human Resource Office, telephone CML: (217) 761-3707, DSN: 555-3707. Illinois National Guard vacancies can be viewed at [http://www.il.ngb.army.mil](http://www.il.ngb.army.mil). Click for All Job Openings.